The “delight in the cup” signed by Caffè Haiti Roma at Sanit 2017

This year Sanit will change its location (it will be held from 20 th to 22nd October at the Guido Reni
District in Rome) but not its mission: prevention and promotion of a healthy lifestyle, an exhibition
area where it will be possible to meet the operators and benefit from a series of free check-ups and
nutritional advices, everything being supported by associations, renowned chefs and by many
talented companies that with their products contribute to the huge work of awareness began in 2004.
Caffè Haiti Roma, historical roasting company supported by a solid history of craftsmanship, finds
its collocation in such context and, present with its coffee blends in the everyday life of many coffee
lovers, since 1950 has been giving importance to such a small thing like the coffee bean, in search
of the best origins and processing it with the same dedition of maestro roasters. In fact, it is no
coincidence that for the seventh time Caffè Haiti Roma will be present at Sanit, to widespread also
there the message of quality and ethics contained inside its delicious coffee blends.

For information: info@caffehaitiroma.it
Caffè Haiti Roma was born from the initiative of its founder Azeglio, who for many years since
1950 has been leading the Company, at the beginning alone, and then with the help of his wife
Adriana, the sons Paolo and Fabio, the daughter Monica and Francesco Geracitano, who took the
lead of the Company at the end of the 80's. Today, Caffè Haiti Roma is a Company that makes of
correctness and clearness in the relationship with bars its own corporate philosophy; a roasting
Company with a huge inherited experience, which means not only excellent espresso blends for
bars, but also inputs to make more pleasant the atmosphere in bar, through many accessories with a
refined and accurate design. Coffee cups from the Collections “Haiti Art”, trays, big wall clocks,
“Mug”cups, are just some of the innovative ideas that Caffè Haiti Roma proposes to enrich offers
for bars that choose it as partner.
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